Staying for the Community

EuroPython 2020

Naomi Ceder, @NaomiCeder
Member of the EuroPython Society since 2015
I used to be the chair of the PSF

I stepped aside this year, which had been my plan.
In fact, I had lot of plans...

PyCon US
PyCon Latam
PyCon ES
Then 2020 happened

And Covid-19
PyCon US cancelled

(after a month of anxious waiting)
PyCon US 2020 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania has been cancelled. We will reach out to all attendees with information about refund options, financial aid, and how you can support @ThePSF. Read more, including our plans to deliver some PyCon content remotely: bit.ly/2U5Gs0h
And it got worse...

Increasing outbreaks & deaths

Lockdown & travel bans

BLM and related protests
I recall EuroPython 2016 in Bilbao
I gave a keynote about community...

I quoted Brett Cannon (as I often do)
“Community” is having a hard time these days.
And yet, it all comes down to community.
Community work is hard work.
https://goo.gl/5h800
“Community” really is under siege these days
It may get worse still

2\textsuperscript{nd} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} waves

Ineffective management

Deaths
Recession/depression

Unemployment

Less community support
Polarization

Populism

Xenophobia
I'm quite old
These are likely to be the most challenging times I’ve seen
The impact will last a generation
What might lie ahead?
The “new normal”

- Reduced travel
- Conferences - smaller, online, mixed
- Fewer resources
- Tougher job market
Is there any good news?

Yes, there is, actually
We’re adapting
Meetups have moved online

And are thriving
Welcome to the EuroPython 2020 Discord Server!

If you are new to the server, post your real name and ticket ID in #registration-desk. A @registration agent will then grant you the attendee roles, which lets you see all other channels.

Our Channel Categories:
- Lobby: This is for general chat (#hallway), registration, #announcements, and questions to the organizers (#info-desk).
- Sponsor Exhibit: Our sponsors run a few rooms as well. Please drop by and say hello. We rely on them heavily to keep our costs low.
- Conference Tracks: This is where the action is. There are talk rooms for the main sessions, and peek rooms to see what the talk is about before joining.
- Breakouts: These are breakout rooms to chat with the speaker after their talk.
- Sprints: These are rooms for sprint teams to chat.
- Attendee Rooms: This section is for attendee run topic channels.
- Backstage: This section is for speakers and organizers only, and is not visible to attendees.

If you want to contact an organizer, use the @organizer mention. We also have @moderator for moderation requests, and @registration for
Conferences are evolving

We’re experimenting
EuroPython is one of the most ambitious experiments yet
We are sharing knowledge

Training (usually free)
Twitch streams
Workshops
Videos

Pedidos cercanos

Selecionar ciudad...

Buscar

Últimos pedidos de ayuda

#23856 | Olga Domínguez hace un día
Alimento y pañal

#23854 | Rosanna Alvarenga hace 2 días
Estamos necesitando cualquier ayuda q nos puedan dar ya que cada día nos está resultando difícil.

#23853 | Sara Franco hace 2 días
Porfavor necesito pañal xg, víveres, huevo, leche, azucar yerba.

#23851 | Maria Franco hace 2 días
Necesito xfavor pañal xg cualquier marca, ropita para baron medida de un año, y víveres, leche, azucar, huevo, lo q se pueda porfa

#23838 | Alvarez hace 4 días
Víveres medicamentos

#23833 | Martha Lezcano hace 5 días

We are contributing with code

Data analysis
Sharing data
Support
Work has moved online

More opportunity for more people
In the face of such challenges, so can we do?
We can use our technology more fully

To support our communities
We can take care

Fight isolation
Be there for each other
Nurture and create friendships
We can build community

Organize, volunteer, contribute
Increase inclusion
Push for justice
ESPECIAL COVID-19 - Dados por Município

Graças a uma força-tarefa de 40 voluntários que, diariamente, compilam boletins epidemiológicos das 27 Secretarias Estaduais de Saúde, disponibilizamos uma base de dados com a série histórica de casos e óbitos confirmados por município. Embora essenciais para o planejamento de políticas de contenção do novo coronavírus, os dados municipais não têm sido divulgados pelo Ministério da Saúde. Ainda como parte desse esforço contínuo de fornecer dados úteis relacionados à pandemia, disponibilizamos outras bases estruturadas, como população dos municípios afetados, óbitos suspeitos registrados em cartório etc.

Casos de COVID-19 no Brasil

We can contribute

Educate
Share data
Create services
We can lead

As informed citizens
As advocates for community
We can be optimistic

“Optimism is a strategy for making a better future. Because unless you believe that the future can be better, you are unlikely to step up and take responsibility for making it so.”

—Noam Chomsky
These times will reshape the world...

We know the value of community; let’s step up help shape what’s to come
Thank you!

@NaomiCeder
naomi.ceder@gmail.com